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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to investigate the influence of the objectively existing effectiveness functions
of an aircraft control system upon the control and managerial decision making process in the framework
of the subjective entropy maximum princi-ple. The subjective analysis theory entropy paradigm makes
it possible to consider the aircraft control system based upon personal preferences as an active system
governed by an individual (active element of the control system) with the help of her/his individual
subjective preferences optimal distributions obtained in conditions of operational multi-alternativeness
and those operational alternatives the active system active element’s individual subjective preferences
uncertainty. The described ap-proach takes into account the simple two-alternative operational situation
in regards with the objectively existing effectiveness functions, related to the aircraft control system, in
the view of a controlled parameter and a combination of it with its rate as the ratio. The obtained
expressions for the objective functional extremal functions of the effectiveness and preferences, as well as
the subjective entropy of the alternatives preferences, illustrated in diagrams visualize the situation and
allow taking a good choice. The ideas of the required proper governing, managing, and control methods
choice optimization with respect to only 2 alternative objective effectiveness functions arguments might
be simple; nevertheless, increasing the number of parameters and further complication of the problem
setting will not change the principle of the problem solution.
Keywords: control, navigation, decision making, preferences, entropy theory.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional control science and theory is developed pretty well, however sometimes there is
a necessity to consider the system of control and controlling process from the point of view of
the subjective analysis theory [1]. In the official (synonymously it is also may be called the traditional)
control theory its mathematical apparatus helps successfully solving a lot of principal types of problems
of control such as description, analysis, and synthesis of linear and nonlinear, discrete and continuous,
steady-state and dynamical controlling systems.
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The latest operational efficiency studies can be formulated in terms of the active system’s problem [2].
It proposes a novel control logic [1,2] his might be combined with the concept of subjective optimality
theory [1] and definitely touches specific areas of a bigger general problem of optimal control techniques
in aircraft (and other objects, systems, and processes) guidance. It also could be traced with more
publications; the references of [3-5]: the newest papers dealing with the multi-alternativeness of
the problems.
The same is to the radio flight support operational system [6] because it necessitates the estimation
of quality parameters in the multi-optionality of the possible operational situations; and it ought to be
optimal. It is obvious that application of the proposed approach to the systems with active human
functioning, emerging research [7] shows the opportunities for socio-technical decision support in air
navigation systems, leads to the ways of optimization stipulated by the needs of the effective structural
interactions.
The crucial point of the cognitive [8] operational situations alternatives effectiveness functions
uncertainty and, at the same time, improving the transportation safety as well as ground target search and
tracking [9], cost effectiveness, and operational efficiency are also important to be considered through
the prism of subjective analysis [1].
Concerning active systems control [1] (it seems untraditional or unofficial control theory since this
branch of the science is still quite a newly emerging so far), the most important feature of the theory is
the consideration of the ruling person (subject, active element) of the control system [1, pp. 9-21]. And
the cornerstone of the theory is the principle of subjective optimality [1, Introduction, especially pp. 15-17].
In relation to the problems of the optimal control techniques in aircraft guidance and control
development, its safety technologies, as well as smart navigation or artificial intelligence versus natural,
it should be mentioned that the subjective individuals’ preferences [1] also have to be reckoned with.
The spectrum of considerations and applications could be infinitely wide, such as having been paid an
attention to at the references [2-9]; it deals with the multi-alternativeness of the situations.
Navigation itself is a good field of the subjective analysis of the active systems control [1] application.
In the variety of scientific papers and conferences reports it is covered in the vast majority of aspects,
such as: trajectory planning and development [9], drone-based system for localization of people inside
buildings [10], modern traffic interfaces [11], onboard radar disposition [12] and its signals identification
using a neural network and pattern recognition methods [13], unmanned aerial vehicle optimal path
planning [14] and road surface hazard warning system for vehicle drivers [15]. In this sense, the proposed
hereinafter approach is also very close to those issues in the scientific problematic.
here it is important to emphasize that throughout those aspects the foundation stone of the subjective
analysis theory: Subjective entropy Maximum Principle (SeMP), [1], which takes into account
the uncertainty measure for the individuals’ subjective preferences of available alternatives, makes it
possible to optimally evaluate the subjective preferences with the explicit view functions.
entropy approaches are very popular in sciences accordingly with the reference study presented in
the conference proceedings [16]. In this paper the entropy paradigm in the view of SeMP [1], developed
on the basis of the well-known Jaynes’ principle [17-19], is going to be used for theoretical contemplations
related with the navigational flight parameters.
One more thing to be highlighted is that SeMP [1], having mathematical expressions of preferences
likewise in the research work [20], differs significantly from the axiomatic of [20] in the theoretical and
philosophical approach. The point is that the ideology and concepts of SeMP [1], although being
postulated of their existence, in actual fact are a theorem construction for the preferences rather than
basically an axiom for a choice probabilities being adopted for the preferences [20].
The advantages of such approach were demonstrated in works [21-35].
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND DEVELOPED METHODS

An active system operation or functioning, including aircraft, is schematically described with the traditional
control system scheme being under the influence of the individuals’ subjective preferences although.
The presence of a subject in the control system makes the dynamic control function, generated by
the governor and influencing the object, be multi-alternatively modified in accordance with the subject’s
individual preferences π(σi) somehow optimally distributed upon the set of Sa of the achievable
alternatives σi considered by the individual at the moment of time t.
here it should be emphasized that the difference of the proposed consideration from the traditional
control system theory is that the subject’s individual preferences π(σi) sometimes drastically change
the dynamically controlling function and it is not always and necessarily in the correct, proper form.
The list of examples might be endless; one can mention just a few cases related with the notorious human
factor in civil aviation when operating aircraft. The autopilot hardly ever fails and wrongly changes
the flight configuration of the aircraft at normal flight conditions and situations. But because of
the sensors failures or onboard instruments wrong showings the human-pilot gets nervous, due to
communication with the co-pilot it might raise panic with the inevitable dramatically conclusion.
The engine fuel governor will probably not go wrong just because of the fire signaling lamp starts flashing
for some malfunctioning happened to the circuit and not the real fire. But the operator might, mistakenly
identifying the trouble and being under the stress of the situation, distribute his/her preferences in such
way that it might lead to the unneeded fire extinguishing system activation with the engine stop in flight
and sad effect.
Therefore, it is proposed to model mathematically the following situation in the framework of SeMP
[1, 21-35].
Problem setting
It is considered theoretically the two-alternative situation with the effectiveness functions taken in
the view of a significant navigational parameter itself and a function constructed with it.
The operational objective (purpose) functional:
(1)
where: β is the endogenous parameter of the individual’s psychic (cognitive) properties, which takes into
account the importance “valuableness” of the subjectively preferred effectiveness function (the second
under-integral member);
x(t) is the objectively existing effectiveness function pertaining with the first alternative, being preferred
with the individual’s subjective preferences function of π1(t); α is the one more endogenous parameter
of the individual’s psychic properties, which takes into assessment the subjective preference
“preferableness” of the second alternative with respect to the individual’s subjective preferences function
of π2(t) compared to the first alternative preference function of π1(t), the coefficient of α also takes into
account the difference in dimensions for the two alternatives objectively existing effectiveness functions,
namely x(t) and

;

γ is the third endogenous parameter of the subject, it stands for the purpose of the individual’s subjective
preferences functions of πi(t), normalizing condition.
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Problem solution
Designate the under-integral function of the objective functional of (1) as:
(2)
At the extremals:

π 10 ( t ) ,

π 20 ( t ) ,

x0 (t ) ,

(3)

the necessary conditions for an extremum of the objective functional of (1) existence are the satisfaction
of the system of the euler-Lagrange equations:
(4)
For the given problem setting, the under-integral function (2) of the objective functional of (1) does
not depend upon , hence,
(5)
and the system of the equations of (4) gets the view of:
(6)
In accordance with the obtained conditions of the equations of (6), it yields for the preferences
functions πi(t) figuring out in the functional of (1):
(7)

,
and
,

(8)

From where:
(9)
And from normalizing conditions:
,
therefore

(10)
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.

(11)

Thus, using the found relations of (10) and (11), one can get the dependencies for the individual’s
subjective preferences functions of (9) in the view of π1 and π2 upon x and ẋ:

For the extremal of x0(t), from the system of (3), one can obtain correspondingly at β ≠ 0.

(12)

(13)

(14)
Then:

(15)
At the given problem setting for the second alternative individual’s subjective preference function
first complete derivative with respect to time:

Since the preferences functions do not depend upon time t in the explicit view, then:

(16)

(17)
hence, instead of (16) with taking into consideration condition of (17), one can use just:

(18)
Where:

(19)
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Thus for equation (19):
(20)
And

(21)

Therefore for equation (21) the proposed approach yields:
(22)
Now, substituting the obtained expressions of (20) and (22) for their corresponding values into
the complete derivative equation (18) satisfactorily for the presented problem setting, one can have:
(23)
Substituting the result of (23) for its corresponding value into the second equation of (15), it gives:
(24)
Canceling in the expression of (24) for π ≠ 0, one can get:
(25)
And from (25) at x ≠ 0.

(26)
Substituting into equation (26) the corresponding expression (12) obtained for the individual’s
subjective preference of the second alternative π2 and performing the needed transformations, one can
have for x(t):

(27)
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Numerical experiment
In order to make the developed approach (1) – (27) more visible, it is conducted the following
computer simulation.
The calculation experimental data have the next values:
α = 9·102; β = – 3·10–2; t = [0...200] conditional units (CU) of time; x(t0 = 0) = 1·10–2 CU of
the controlled parameter; ẋ(t0 = 0) = 1·10–3 CU of the controlled parameter / CU of time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the obtained results
The results of the modeling with the mentioned above numerical data are shown in Figures 1-4.

Fig. 1. extremal of the controlled parameter at the presence of
the Subject in the active control system.

In Figure 1 it is depicted y0 standing for the extremal of x0(t) (3) of the controlled parameter of x(t).

Fig. 2. extremal of the rate of the controlled parameter (control)
at the presence of the Subject in the active control system.

In Figure 2 y1 is standing for the control (rate of the controlled parameter) of ẋ(t).
The curves of y0 and y1 plotted in the diagrams portrayed in Figures 1 and 2 are obtained as
the solution to the ordinary differential equation of the second order (euler-Lagrange equation) (27) for
the extremals of x(t) and ẋ(t) at the indicated above initial conditions.
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The corresponding to the alternatives individual’s subjective preferences functions in the considered
circumstances are shown in Figure 3.
here, in Figure 3, π1i and π2i designate the control system Subject’s individual preferences
and
of (3), calculated by the corresponding equations of (12) for π1(t) and π2(t), distributed
optimally in accordance with the uncertainty of the multi-alternative operational situation.
The uncertainty of the preferences π1(t) and π2(t) is taken into account by the entropy member of
the objective operational functional (1) (the first under-integral member of (1) and (2) equations).

Fig. 3. extremal of the individual Subject’s preferences in the active control system.

The subjective entropy itself is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Subjective entropy of the individual preferences accordingly
to the attainable alternatives for the Subject in the active control system.

DISCUSSION
It is considered a certain kind of a hybrid combination of the Gibbs-Jaynes principle [17-19] with
the classical theory of calculus of variations embodied in monograph [1], implemented in works [21-27],
and proposed to application for aircraft control systems in aspects reflected in [2-15].
The influence of, let us say, the distance to the target: x(t) (or some kind of a generalized coordinate)
and its rate ẋ(t) in its ratio to the specified coordinate:

is proposed to be modeled through
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the contents of the alternatives taken into consideration, objective functional construction, and
endogenous parameters of α and β plausible values.
Traditional view entropy of the preferences does not allow understanding to which alternative the Subject
(active element) of the aircraft control system is inclined (see Fig. 4). For that purpose there is a hybrid
combined relative pseudo-entropy function proposed, developed, and discussed in the dissertation by
the author [http://er.nau.edu.ua:8080/handle/NAU/22359, pp. 41-49, (1.6-1.9), pp. 72-84, (2.19)].
After the climax with the maximal uncertainty (see Fig. 4), corresponding values are t ≈ 97 CU
of time and ln(2) ≈ 0.69314, this means the subjective preferences are π1(t) = π2(t) = 0.5 (see Fig. 3),
the traditional entropy begins decreasing, which implies that the Subject starts getting certain in regards
with the achievable alternatives. however, it is not clear to the “good” or “bad” alternative.
Therefore, the investigations in the context of the hybrid combined relative pseudo-entropy function
have to be continued. Compared to the case studied in [http://er.nau.edu.ua:8080/handle/NAU/22359,
pp. 42-49, Figures 1.2-1.5] the aircraft control in the style of (1) – (27) and with the mentioned above
calculation experimental data leads to a bit slower control decision making. For the individual’s subjective
entropy maximum this is t ≈ 97 CU of time in the presented paper consideration and t > 65 CU of time
in the case discussed in dissertation [, p. 49, Figure 1.5]. But here it is much sharper (see Fig. 4).
The integral of subjective entropy in the objective functional (1) has a meaning of the volume of
the uncertainty pressing upon the Subject during the period of a decision making (integration). Such
contemplation also follows the statement about the mean uncertainty value over the period of
consideration [1]. The exceeding value of the volume of uncertainty may lead to psychological stress
or conflict behavior of the control system’s active element. It is visible in the vicinity of the entropy climax
(see Fig. 4). For the represented in this paper numerical experiment results, it is the time interval
approximately 73 < t < 121 CU of time in case of the subjective entropy threshold is about 0.45 (see Fig. 4).
It is because of that the accumulated through the time volume of uncertainty becomes unbearable for
the individual and she/he is forced to come to a conclusion.
The proof is that the conducted numerical simulation clearly evidences that the prolongation of
the time interval for a decision making (integration), at the other unchanged or equal conditions, might
result in a decrease of the entropy below the decision making threshold at some moment (or before some
moment). For the given paper simulation results, it makes t < 72 and t > 122 CU of time in case of
the subjective entropy threshold is about 0.45 (see Fig. 4). however, the acquired certainty level, being
lower than the decision making threshold 0.45, not always guarantee the correct choice, which also was
shown in the manuscript of [http://er.nau.edu.ua:8080/handle/NAU/22359, p. 49, Figure 1.5].
CONCLUSIONS
Conditions of uncertainty embodied in the corresponding entropies are crucial to both aspects of the aircraft
control system in the active control systems: adequate assessment of objective parameters indications through
their proper effectiveness functions and individual’s subjective preferences functions optimal distributions.
The pressure of the volume of uncertainty, mounting up during the time of consideration in combination
with the endogenous parameters of the person’s psych, causes the terminal choice for the alternative which
might be wrong, the traditional view entropy, alas, does not highlight that although.
The preferences functions give the possibility of the considered multi-alternative situation optimal active
aircraft controlling system control assessment with respect to the preferences entropy uncertainty measure.
In further research, it should be considered some other effectiveness functions and their variables, being
subjected to constraints. In addition, it would be useful to find more other combinations of effectiveness
functions pertaining with the multi-alternative situation. Implementation of the hybrid combined relative
pseudo-entropy function should bring new theoretical results and applicable areas of the subjective analysis
entropy paradigm.
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PREFERENCJE PILOTA - OPERATORA PRZY OPTYMALNYM
WYBORZE ZE ZBIORU WIELU ALTERNATYW PARAMETRÓW
LOTU W AKTYWNYM SYSTEMIE NAWIGACYJNYM
Abstrakt
Celem tej publikacji jest zbadanie wpływu obiektywnie istniejących funkcji skuteczności systemu kontroli
statku powietrznego na proces kontroli i podejmowania decyzji zarządczych w ramach subiektywnej zasady
maksymalnej entropii. Paradygmat entropii teorii subiektywnej umożliwia rozważenie systemu sterowania
samolotem opartego na osobistych preferencjach jako systemu aktywnego zarządzanego przez jednostkę
(aktywny element systemu sterowania) za pomocą jej indywidualnych preferencji subiektywnych,
optymalnych rozkładów uzyskanych w warunkach operacyjnej multi-alternatywności i operacyjnych
alternatyw niepewności subiektywnych indywidualnych preferencji elementu aktywnego systemu. Opisane
podejście uwzględnia proste dwie alternatywne sytuacje operacyjne w odniesieniu do obiektywnie
istniejących funkcji efektywności związanych z systemem sterowania statkiem powietrznym w świetle
kontrolowanego parametru i jego kombinacji Uzyskane wyrażenia dla obiektywnych funkcjonalnych
ekstremalnych funkcji skuteczności i preferencji, a także subiektywna entropia preferencji alternatyw,
zilustrowane na schematach, pokazują sytuację i pozwalają na dokonanie dobrego wyboru. Pomysły
dotyczące wymaganej właściwej optymalizacji metod zarządzania i kontroli w odniesieniu do tylko dwóch
alternatywnych argumentów funkcji efektywności celu mogą być proste – niemniej jednak zwiększenie
liczby parametrów i dalsze komplikowanie problemu nie zmieni zasady rozwiązania.
Słowa kluczowe: sterowanie, nawigacja, decyzyjność, preferencje, teoria entropii.

